Coverage

• Dayton now has 2 steer, 3 drive, 1 trailer, and 2 all-position tires
• Over twice the number of offerings than before
• Dayton tires now cover truckload, less than truckload, distribution/pickup and delivery, and severe service applications
Truckload, LTL, and Distribution/P&D

D515S, D610D, D415T

- All SmartWay verified
- All meeting California Air Resources Board (CARB) requirements
- All designed for on-highway use & long-haul service
Truckload, LTL, and Distribution/P&D

D515S

A ➤ Shoulder wear protectors to help minimize cupping and step down wear

B ➤ Stress relief sipes along rib edges that fight irregular wear

C ➤ Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and to contribute to fuel efficiency
Truckload, LTL, and Distribution/P&D

D610D

A ➤ Deep, aggressive tread pattern for reliable traction and long tread life

B ➤ Closed shoulder design that offers tread stability and helps prevent initiation of irregular wear

C ➤ Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and to contribute to fuel efficiency
Truckload, LTL, and Distribution/P&D

D415T

- Straight, flow through grooves that promote smooth rib wear and evacuate water effectively for solid traction.
- A Shallow tread depth and five-ribbed design to provide long even wear on free rolling axles
- Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and to contribute to fuel efficiency
Truckload, Distribution/P&D, and LTL

D520S

A ➤ 5-rib design for reliable handling and maneuverability

B ➤ Sipes on the center ribs to enhance traction and tread life

C ➤ Wide, straight grooves to evacuate water and to enhance wet traction
Truckload, Distribution/P&D, and LTL

D620D

A ➤ Aggressive lug pattern for a solid grip in wet and dry conditions

B ➤ Deep tread to help extend tread life

C ➤ Staggered tread block to help prevent initiation of irregular wear
LTL and Distribution/P&D

D630D

- Diagonal interlocking block/lug design for reliable traction
- Wide, tapered grooves to help prevent stone retention and drilling
- Aggressive lug design to enhance wet traction
Severe Service

D630M

- Rib design that enhances traction and maneuverability
- Cut/chip resistant compound that fights damage from cuts and abrasions
- Tough compound that helps extend tread life
Severe Service

D640M

A • Rugged tread pattern for reliable traction on various surfaces

B • Cut/chip resistant compound that fights damage from cuts and abrasions

C • Wide footprint for reliable flotation in soft terrains
Dayton: Bottom Line

- Competitive warranty that backs up our commitment to its quality
  - Warranty valid through the second retread or 72 months from date of manufacture, whichever comes first
- For small fleets, owner/operators and independent drivers